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book 
of who 



We love what  
we do and make sure  

it’s infectious. 

Problems feel like 
puzzles when you’re 

having fun. 

smart funpassionate
People buy our  

brains, so we keep 
them topped up. 

Our brand is our reputation. It’s what people think when 
they think of us and what they see when they see us.

our brand



what’s in a brand

how we look how we write

Colours tone

fonts personality

“relevant playful fun” “infectious enthusiasm”



We have our finger on the pulse. And  
we don’t mind having an opinion. But 
we’ll never shove it down anyone’s throat. 
It's our job to make others look good,  
not listen to the sound of our smarts.

we’re in 
the know

but not 
know-

it-alls
Whether it’s a wry smile or a cheeky 
wink, a bit of charm never hurt. We don’t 
mind having fun, but we’re never the 
one yelling “look at me.” That’s Luke. 
He probably works somewhere else.

we’re 
clever

but not 
try- 

hard

what’s the feels?



I need my space.
Make sure nothing squeezes 
in too close to us.

Colour me right.
These are the only colours 
for our logo.

We prefer this. This is also okay. Only in B&W docs.

Keeping it subtle.
Sometimes you just need  
a circle. Here’s one.

hunch logo



you know it you know it
0/100/100/0

237/28/36
ed1c24

colours



headlines
subs
sub subs
Body copy

Bebas Neue

Avenir

fonts



Let’s keep it simple. Imagine you’re 
talking to your best friend. Now take 
out the profanities and street speak. 
That’s how we talk when we write.

we're 
casual

but not 
loose

We know we can get the job  
done and make it great. But that 
doesn’t mean we think we’re the 
sh*t. That’s for you to tell us later.

we’re 
confident

but not 
cocky

how we write



a bit too casual about right a bit too formal

sharsies y'all like what you see? Pass it on if you like our posts, feel free to share

Thoughts? What do you reckon? What’s your opinion on this?

Check out march shizzle here’s what we got up to this is what we did in march

peep this worth a look Please take a look

what's up? hello How are you doing?

examples



HELLO
People buy from people. Successful brands understand this and cultivate 
strong brand personalities to make their business feel personal. 

Your brand voice is a blueprint that clearly defi nes your personality.
It should always refl ect who you are and what you do to give you credibility.
You should also show up in the same way every time to deliver consistency. 

A credible and consistent personality will help you build brand trust.

why bother 
with brand voice?

What we do

creative
Creativity is the key to making emotional 

connections. It’s about having ideas, 
crafting design and sharing stories that 

people actually remember. 

EFFECTIVENESS

what you see

Strategy
Strategy is about understanding the actual 
problem and simplifying the solution. It’s 

the thinking behind the thinking – the glue 
between who, why and how.

Simplicity

what you see

content
Content is stuff that people choose to 

connect with. Newsletters, blogs, videos. 
The secret is crafting stories that your 

customers want to hear.

ENGAGEMENT

what you see

good stuff

Speech bubble  
Gives personality to headlines or images. 
Copy changes to suit situation.

 Best when it's two words, max

illustrations (blk/WHT & hunch red) 
Clever illustrations bring copy-heavy 
strat docs to life.

 Noun project but make it Hunch

how it looks:

how it looks:

how we illustrate



examples

over

Roger

feline 
good



using imagery





EASY. EXCELLENT. FUN


